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Dancing is an innately spiritual affair. It reaches beyond words to the essence of beauty. Its

height is Divinity and its depth is humanity. It is the ever-moving balance between

independence and intimacy. All the while, it reaches into the great Beyond. This book is written

from the perspective of an adult dance student, however, it delves into the emotional and

spiritual significance of dance across the board.The Creative Spirit Series is a 3-book

nonfiction series. The books are more meditations and personal thoughts on the creative

process than how-to-do books. We don’t have desires by accident. Good desires are planted in

us because we are meant to follow them, explore them, wrestle with them, and have them form

us. If we do this, and do it in the right way, the result is happiness. If we do anything in the right

way, the result is happiness. The first book, of the series, is Dance: A Spiritual Affair. The

second book is Writing: A Spiritual Voice. The third book is Strange Words: Poems and Prayers.

From BooklistThis highly readable volume about Hollywood director Vincente Minnelli deftly

balances Griffin’s strong emotional connection to Minnelli’s work, which he celebrates generally

in the heartfelt introduction, and a scholarly desire to unearth the truth about the man and

critically analyze the work. By turns gossipy and informative, catty and objective, Griffin is

utterly fixated on questions of Minnelli’s not-well-closeted homosexuality and also fascinated by

Minnelli’s ability to turn Hollywood straw into gold. As a biographer, Griffin reveals fascinating

details of Minnelli’s early life and artistic development, including a formative friendship with “the

Andy Warhol of his day,” mannequin designer Lester Gaba. On the cineast side, Griffin’s

informative discussions of Minnelli’s masterpieces (among them Meet Me in St. Louis, An

American in Paris, and Gigi) and misses (notably The Pirate) go a long way toward showing

why Minnelli should be remembered for more than his ill-fated marriage to Judy Garland (and

more successful fathering of Liza Minnelli). Griffin’s book will satisfy both readers hoping for

Hollywood dirt and those hoping for a deeper appreciation of Minnelli’s work. --Jack Helbig --

This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorMark Griffin's essays, film

reviews, and reporting have appeared in the Boston Globe, MovieMaker, Genre, and in several

anthologies. He lives in Maine. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.ReviewRobert Hofler, author of Party Animals and The Man Who Invented Rock

Hudson“Finally, the definitive biography of Vincente Minnelli. Mark Griffin has put in the

necessary leg work interviewing many of Minnelli’s colleagues, and as a result, A Hundred or

More Hidden Things is much more than an analysis of the director’s work. It is a full-bodied

portrait of a most fascinating and complex artist.”Foster Hirsch, author of Otto Preminger: The

Man Who Would Be King“[A] sharp, forthright, swiftly paced critical biography….Deftly drawing

connections between the director’s life and his films, Griffin maintains a difficult balance: he is a

fervent but objective critic.”Connecticut Post, 1/8/2010“A smart new biography…Griffin puts the

life and the films together in a fresh manner…Griffin makes a pretty good case that the deeply

closeted artist was able to express many ‘hidden things’ in his films…The book is a fine

combination of scholarship and film criticism.”Internet Review of Books, January 2010“Not your

traditional tell-all gossip feast…Instead, the book offers the reader a meticulously researched

chapter-by-chapter portal to Minnelli’s thirty-three films…One of the pleasures of Griffin’s book,

which essentially ends more than thirty years ago with Minnelli’s final film, is the joy of

discovery. We can now see for ourselves overlooked masterpieces in film on DVD…Mark



Griffin has pointed the way to 33 fascinating other movies worth watching.”Library Journal,

2/15/10“Scores of interviews and intensive research provide the basis for this biography…

Griffin explores Minnelli’s childhood in a family of traveling tent performers through his

illustrious days in Hollywood and offers thoughtful commentary on how and why his films both

closely reflect this history and hold a key to the man…This well-written and tasteful work

contributes yet another perspective toward illuminating the life of this enigmatic film director. It

will be a valuable addition to the recent literature.”Q Syndicate, 2/22/10“[A] compelling

biography…Effervescent.”Booklist, 3/15/10“This highly readable volume about Hollywood

director Vincente Minnelli deftly balances Griffin’s strong emotional connection to Minnelli’s

work, which he celebrates generally in the heartfelt introduction, and a scholarly desire to

unearth the truth abut the man and critically analyze the work. By turns gossipy and

informative, catty and objective…Griffin reveals fascinating details of Minnelli’s early life and

artistic development…Griffin’s informative discussions of Minnelli’s masterpieces and misses

go a long way toward showing why Minnelli should be remembered for more than his ill-fated

marriage to Judy Garland (and more successful fathering of Liza Minnelli). Griffin’s book will

satisfy both readers hoping for Hollywood dirt and those hoping for a deeper appreciation of

Minnelli’s work.”Lewiston Sun-Journal, 2/20/10“Like a woodworker stripping the varnish off a

piece of fine furniture, biographer Mark Griffin of Lewiston spent the last three-and-a-half years

stripping away the layers of Hollywood glamour and fantasy surrounding director Vincente

Minnelli.”EDGE, 3/310“Griffin deserves honor for piecing together the fascinating back stories

of [Minnelli’s] many productions—including hitherto unknown information on aborted efforts…

Fans of old-time Hollywood will enjoy this visceral peek into the rather non-glamorous efforts

that went into creating memorable works of glittering entertainment.”Sacramento Book Review,

March 2010“Griffin’s book is a dazzling up-close parade of some of the most beloved movies of

all times…Who got the lead, offstage back-stabbing, production issues—all of these are

covered in rich detail…A great book if you are interested in the man’s movies.”Bookgasm.com,

3/2/10“Griffin reveals long-kept secrets at the heart of the enigmatic Minnelli’s genius.”Irish

Times, 3/4/10“The author spoke to Lauren Bacall, Kirk Douglas, Tony Curtis, Nanette Fabray,

Angela Lansbury and many other Hollywood names and…they supply many a sparkling

anecdote.”Boston Globe, 3/11/10“Devotes as much time to Minnelli’s marriage to Judy Garland

as his work, and documents the turmoil of Minnelli’s first wife and ‘Meet Me in St. Louis’’ star…

Griffin is quite good on Minnelli’s brilliant 1958 drama ‘Some Came Running,’ and its haunting

carnival sequence.”Now Playing, Turner Classic Movies, April 2010“As author Mark Griffin

persuasively demonstrates…Minnelli, in addition to building a remarkable Hollywood legacy,

was creating nothing short of an autobiography in code…Drawing on more than 100

interviews…Griffin turns the spotlight on Hollywood’s ‘elegant director,’ revealing long-kept

secrets at the heart of Minnelli’s true genius.”Out magazine, April 2010“This comprehensive

biography traces [Minnelli’s] success in Hollywood’s studio system and describes how, by

channeling his complicated, closeted personal life into his art, he was able to create a beloved

Garland classic and two Best Picture Oscar winners.”Palm Beach Post, 3/24/10“Minnelli wrote

a vague autobiography, and there have been several other books about him, one as recent as

last year, but Mark Griffin’s new biography is by all odds the best book on the life as well as the

work…The writing is felicitous and sympathetic without any special pleading, the research

innovative—Griffin turns up a developmentally disabled brother no one knew Minnelli had—and

the quotes are grabbers…Griffin’s excellent book makes you realize how hard it must have

been to be Vincente Minnelli.”The New Yorker’s Front Row Movie blog, 3/4/10“Offer[s] a wealth

of information about the filmmaker’s private life and about studio politics.”Echelon magazine,



3/20/10“A well-written biography…If you’re a theatre fanatic, old-movie buff, or if you want a

fascinating biography that accurately depicts a time long gone, look for this

one.”Bookviews.com, April 2010“[Griffin] piece[s] together every facet of Minnelli’s life to

understand how it was reflected in his movies…A comprehensive biography that will please

anyone who is a fan of his films.”Santa Ynez Valley Journal, 4/1/10“If you’re a theatre fanatic,

old-movie buff, or if you want a fascinating biography that accurately depicts a time long gone,

look for this one.”South Florida Gay News, 4/11/10“Griffin invites you into the life of an artist of

few words, who invited moviegoers into worlds that he wanted to bring to the silver

screen.”Milwaukee Shepherd Express’ “I Hate Hollywood” blog, 4/16/10“Griffin not only makes

his case entertainingly but with a determined sense of commitment. After all it’s one thing to

profoundly respect the work of a director. To have a “life altering experience” at his hands is

something else again.”Delaware Gazette, 4/10/10“Reveals previously unreported details about

Minnelli.”Directors Guild of America Quarterly, Spring 2010“[An] enlightening new biography of

the director…Griffin chooses to approach the director through his work, in hopes of discerning

biographical or confessional impulses. At the same time, his method expands our

understanding of the movies…Griffin, a talented and sympathetic writer, colors and shades our

hitherto murky understanding of the man who made those movies.”LambdalLiterary.org,

4/14/10“Pleasurably paced and always readable.”Salt Lake City, Desert News, 4/25/10“Lots of

wonderful anecdotes about Hollywood in its prime…A good read for fans of vintage

moviemaking.”The Independent (UK), 4/30/10“[An] enjoyable biography…Viewing him with a

sympathetic eye, Griffin displays a neat turn of phrase even for Minelli’s less distinguished

efforts.”CultureGuide.com, Australia, 6/7/10“A very readable book detailing background

information about this accomplished filmmakers work…I urge anyone interested in the man to

read this book. Some of Mark Griffin's writing is so smooth you may be surprised at how

quickly you reach the end. It is certainly a good read, and in many ways better than the book

Vincente wrote himself I Remember It Well…[An] excellent book.” Lewiston Auburn Magazine,

July/August 2010“The book demands you neither be overly familiar with Minnelli’s body of work

nor that you be an over-analyzing, academically-advanced student of old Hollywood to

enjoy.” Gay City News, 6/24/10“Undeniably well-researched…An ambitious biography…A

worthwhile read, shedding light on Minnelli’s beginnings as a theatrical wu... --This text refers

to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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UpAbout the AuthorThe Creative Spirit Series - next book in seriesRatings and

ReviewsINTRODUCTIONDancing is an innately spiritual affair. It reaches beyond words to the

essence of beauty. Its height is Divinity and its depth is humanity. It is the ever-moving balance

between independence and intimacy. All the while, it reaches into the great Beyond. This book

is written from the perspective of an adult dance student, however, it delves into the emotional

and spiritual significance of dance across the board.THE CREATIVE SPIRIT SERIESThe

Creative Spirit Series is a 3-book nonfiction series. The books are more meditations and

personal thoughts on the creative process than how-to-do books. We don’t have desires by

accident. Good desires are planted in us because we are meant to follow them, explore them,

wrestle with them, and have them form us. If we do this, and do it in the right way, the result is

happiness. If we do anything in the right way, the result is happiness.The first book, of the

series, is Dance: A Spiritual Affair.The second book is Writing: A Spiritual Voice.The third book

is Strange Words: Poems and Prayers.THE FLAME IGNITESIhad resigned myself to the idea

that dancing, for me, was going to be an unfulfilled yearning. In my mid-twenties, I told myself

that I was too old for dancing and I had best transfer all such longings into a more suitable

outlet. The dancing flame was buried and I took up the violin. Playing the violin was enjoyable

enough but, you see, I wasn’t a musician. I was a dancer.In my early thirties, I went back to

university to do a Diploma of Education so that I would be able to work as a teacher. I thought

teaching would fit in with raising young children on my own with no relatives around. One of the

short options in the diploma was dance. As soon as I began the dance option, the dancing

flame ignited. It came alive. It was given oxygen and it started to breathe with a great gust of

enthusiasm and relief. I was very surprised because I no longer knew it was there, and

certainly did not know the intensity with which it was waiting for air. How wonderful it felt. How

deeply it touched me. I felt something in me which was different to all the other parts of me,

and it felt uniquely beautiful and satisfying. Alas, the dance option was over all too quickly and I



returned to the academic task at hand.When the Diploma of Education was completed, at the

end of the year, life carried on. One day, I asked myself if I needed to do something different to

improve the quality of my life. Naturally, the dancing flame leapt at the opportunity as it had

only been a short time ago that it felt its first breath in nearly a decade.“Don’t be ridiculous; you

can’t take up dancing now,” warned my rational mind. “You are a responsible mother of two

young children. Grown-up women don’t dance.”“Oh, be quiet,” my free mind said in reply. “I

could be dead in a year. Then, what would that all matter?”I did not die. I did take up dancing;

in the form of figure skating. I skated for thirteen years with great enjoyment. Like a friend that

was once lost and now has been found, the bond is protected at all cost. I later transferred to

ballroom dancing which I loved even more.Dancing has helped me to feel connected to myself

and to life. It fulfils an inner drive which has remained with me my whole life from when I was a

young child with a treasured picture of beautiful ballet couple Margot Fonteyn and Rudolph

Nureyev. I didn’t know who they were, but there was something fascinating and lovely about

them both.We are no one else. We are ourselves. We must be that, with no regrets, if we wish

to be happy. If we keep going forward, following our own natural, intuitive, and sincere path

then all things will have a tendency to align with what is a good intention.FOLLOWING

INTERESTS AS AN ADULTIt is wonderful when people take up something as an adult that

they have always wanted to do but, for one reason or another, couldn’t previously do. It is often

that as a child they did not have the opportunity to follow an interest, probably because their

family was busy raising them and their siblings and surviving life. The activity may be taken up

as soon as we become a young adult and start making serious decisions about our life

direction and where we want to spend our time and money. Sometimes, the activity can be

taken up much later in life when the demands of children, mate, and work are in a different

category of required input. Here are a few guidelines for those who take up dancing as an

adult.We are our body before we are a dancer. Have a serious look at the state of your body,

and gradually and deliberately turn it into a healthy and strong one. There is no doubt that one

can do a great deal right into very senior years if one puts one’s mind to it consistently. Along

the way of improving the general state of our body, we can also specifically turn it into a

dancer’s body (as much as is possible).Get your weight right. Look at what you eat. If it is not

healthy and in harmony with your body type, then change it. If that involves some mental work

(which it usually does), then do the work. Chinese medicine and Ayurvedic (Indian) medicine

are wonderful resources on the different body types and the food required for each.Look at

the flexibility, fitness, and strength of your body even before you assess it as a dancer’s body.

Learn how to improve the overall wellness of your body as a complete entity. This will probably

involve doing outside-of-dance sessions in disciplines such as yoga or Pilates or whatever

interests you and improves your physical capabilities. If you enjoy the activity, you won’t notice

the work your body is doing. My entire adult life, I have walked every day, often several times a

day. Sometimes, it has been with little children, frequently with dogs. Regardless, I love to walk.

It clears my mind. I love to walk in nature best. It is thinking-time and also stillness-time. Even if

walking had no beneficial effects on the body, I would still do it. If we can find physical activities

that we sincerely enjoy, then we will get the benefit to our body in a very easy way.Work on

your injuries and illnesses. Most bodies accumulate various injuries and illnesses. Do

something about yours. Don’t just ignore them. Find out how they got there and how you can

get rid of them. Look into whatever professions improve your knowledge and the state of your

wellbeing—naturopathy, medicine, physiotherapy, massage, acupuncture, shiatsu, Chinese

medicine, healing. Each one has a wealth of information and wisdom to pass on to you, and

some of it will be exactly what you need. It can be a bit of an ongoing process because it



seems no sooner do we master one body problem then another decides to make an

appearance!While doing all of the above, also have your dance lessons. Go to the best people

available to you. Go to teachers and classes that you genuinely enjoy. If you don’t enjoy it any

more or you find you are no longer learning what you need, then go somewhere else. After all,

your number one reason for dancing is enjoyment. So, make sure you really do enjoy it.Don’t

compete or compare with young, serious dancers or older, professional dancers. Their main

path in life has been dance. They have probably been on it a long time. They dance every day.

Let them be them and we’ll be us. Having said that, most people expect way too little of

themselves. The body, mind, and spirit can do much more, at any age, than most people give it

credit for. We can keep expanding our expectations while also not being sabotaged by

unrealistic goals or jealous competitiveness. We can sincerely be grateful that everyone, in the

dance-world, is present and bringing what they have to give. Our happiness is assisted not by

the demise of another person, but rather by the authentic fulfilment of each one’s individual

potential. Such an attitude saves us many problems and worries. It also protects us from the

competitive nature of others. The more our ego is present, the more material an enemy has to

grab onto and manipulate. The more our attention is on achieving what is good for everyone,

the more an enemy will have a difficult time pulling us down. Somehow, things will ultimately

keep working in our favour.BALANCEIt is wise to do our very best in every area of life to

improve our well-being and happiness. If we feel that our life is not balanced, then it is a good

idea to take stock of the energy we put into the various aspects of our being.Are we physically

well?Do we need more exercise?Do we respect our body by giving it what it needs to eat?Are

we physically ill in some way? Ignoring one’s physical problems is hardly a recipe for health.Are

we mentally stressed?Do we take enough time each day, week, and year to relax and relieve

our nervous system?Can we organise and prioritise our life so that we not suffering from

constant nervous exertion? Many of our time problems are really priority issues.Do we

challenge our mental capacities?Do we read and think about issues of importance to us?Do

we further our knowledge, understanding and, if appropriate, qualifications in our fields of

interest?Do we monitor our emotions so that they do not lead us on a merry chase?Do we

demonstrate gratitude for life by doing things we love to do and furthering the talents God has

given us?Do we consistently, patiently, unselfishly, and sincerely practise love and forgiveness?

Do we practise these same virtues towards ourselves?Sometimes, people say they are very

spiritual, but one only has to take a perfunctory look at their life to see if that is true or not.Are

they lazy about their health; blatantly ignoring their bodies which are calling out for attention?

Do they make an effort to calm and reorient out-of-control emotions such as blame and self-

pity?Do they read and think about issues clearly?Are they treated with respect by intelligent

people?Do they hold grudges which they refuse to acknowledge?Do they radiate

unpleasantness and selfishness to those around them, all the while proclaiming their great

spiritual interest?The state of our body, mind, and heart speaks volumes about where our true

interests lie. Let those interests be kind, intelligent, and dedicated to the Good.AGEINGMost

people age way earlier than necessary. By thirty, many are already old in themselves. By forty,

most have lost the spark of life. By fifty, a lot of people seem senior. All of this is entirely

preventable and, to a large extent, also reversible.Ageing happens at all the levels of our being,

but the most obvious is the body. Use it or lose it. One of the reasons I dance, apart from my

love of it, is that my teachers (who are generally younger than me) push me to keep using my

body in ways that I otherwise might not. In large dance classes, I will often intentionally stand

next to the twenty-year-old, very exuberant dancers as their energy (of which they have

masses to spare) helps me. It is for this reason that very young children and very senior



citizens go beautifully together. The elderly become ignited by the fresh life of children and,

alternatively, the little children are calmed down by the loving, attentive energy of their older

relatives.Of course, you will be fighting a losing battle if you only exercise your body and not

your mind and spirit, but when you use them all, they will gladly and efficiently work together.

Although we cannot completely stop the march of time on our use-by-stamped bodies, we can,

nevertheless, have the blessings of a well-functioning, alive body, an active, bright mind, and a

loving, expressive soul.NEITHER BEGINNING NOR END

Dance: A Spiritual Affair (The Creative Spirit Series Book 1), Strange Words: Poems and

Prayers (The Creative Spirit Series Book 3), Ten Golden Exercises: (As chosen by a 20 year

Physical Therapist), The Simple Six: The Easy Way to Get in Shape and Stay in Shape for the

Rest of your Life, Hypertrophy and calisthenics THE PRIO SYSTEM: A workout program

backed by science that will show you how to gain muscle and build strength with bodyweight

strength training., Cure Tight Hips Anywhere 2nd Edition - Revised and Updated: Open Locked

Up Hips and Pelvis Anytime, Anywhere (Simple Strength Book 1), 7X Your Strength Gains :

Calisthenics & Bodyweight Training For Men, Women, And Clueless Beginners Over 50,

Minimalist Muscle Activation: Crush Structural Imbalances, Find Clarity in Your Movement, and

Live Pain-Free and Strong Now and in the Future, ISO-MICRO-GYM Keep fit without exercise

equipment with isometrics: Awarded Best Pocket-sized Exercise System in 2019 and 2020

Fitness and Nutrition Awards hosted by GHP News, The Lost Secret To A Great Body,

Calisthenics for Beginners: Step-by-Step Workouts to Build Strength at Any Fitness Level, Built

from Broken: A Science-Based Guide to Healing Painful Joints, Preventing Injuries, and

Rebuilding Your Body

ECam, “WOW!. I enjoyed this book from beginning to end. I truly felt as if I was peering into a

mirror at certain points during my read. As Donna speaks about Dance as a spiritual affair I’m

almost speechless. The spiritual connection I felt as I read Donnas words was powerful. If I had

to sum up this read I would have to say “ When the student is ready, the teacher will appear. “

Thank you Donna for sharing your wisdom and revelation of spirit through dance.”

The book by Donna Goddard has a rating of  5 out of 3.0. 3 people have provided feedback.
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